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Executive Summary  
 
It is well understood that to mitigate the environmental damage of climate change, new 

policies have to be adopted. Accordingly, governments all over the world are implementing 

green projects to reduce pollution and improve wellbeing. The transport sector plays a key 

role in meeting these objectives. As an integral part of any city and the life of its residents, 

the transport system has the potential to not only promote sustainability and an active 

lifestyle, but also to increase accessibility and to transform the public sphere. 

 

In autumn 2018, the Just Eat Cycle hire scheme was launched in cooperation with the 

University of Edinburgh and the City Council. As a team, we decided to explore the possibilities 

to increase the accessibility and usage of the bike hire scheme for students of the University 

of Edinburgh. The results of our research found that the criteria with most significance for 

deciding a specific price were, “affordability”, “comprehensibility”, “price competitiveness” 

and “flexibility”. These criteria were instrumental in the effectiveness of bike-hire schemes in 

universities across the world.  

 

Initially, our results informed a multi-criteria analysis (MCA) in order to enable the local 

stakeholders to evaluate a number of potential changes in the current pricing system of the 

bike hire scheme in a nuanced and adaptable ways. The results of the analysis enable the local 

stakeholders to identify how best to increase uptake.  

 

From our findings, we have two policy recommendations. The findings illustrate the most 

potent determinants for bike-hire uptake were free membership and monthly membership. 

Both options scored highest with regards to the criteria. Hence, if uptake was the 

stakeholders main goal, these price options would garner the best results. Therefore, we 

would recommend stakeholders to consider these two options when re-evaluating the price 

strategy of the scheme. 
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 Introduction 
 

This policy paper is a proposal published by the Buchanan Institute, Scotland‘s first student-

led think tank. It aims to examine the potential of different price strategies to promote an 

increase in the accessibility and usage of the local bike hire scheme in Edinburgh for students. 

 

1.1. Why did we choose the topic? 

 

As an integral part of any city and the life of its residents, the transport system has the 

potential to not only promote sustainability and an active lifestyle, but also to increase 

accessibility and to transform the public sphere. 

 

A growing number of publications discuss the impact of cycling on health and on the 

environment. Several scholars point to the health benefits of cycling as an active mode of 

transportation (e.g. Braun et al. 2016; de Nazelle 2011; Woodcock et al. 2009). Among the 

identified health benefits are the potential to reduce the risk of chronic illnesses, obesity and 

cardiovascular disease (Braun et al. 2016, 165). 

Another potentially beneficial health impact is the reduction of air pollution. Currently, urban 

air pollution “accounts [...] for ~3% of mortality from cardiopulmonary disease, and 1% of 

mortality from acute respiratory infections in children under 5 years, worldwide” (de Nazelle 

2011, 767). However, in order to have a positive impact on this health risk, an increase in 

cycling would have to lead to a decrease in motorized transportation. 

On the other hand, there are also several health risks associated with an increase in cycling, 

mainly from accidents and exposure to air pollution (Braun et al. 2016; de Nazelle 2011, 768). 

While the overall health benefits may outweigh the risks (de Nazelle 2011, 769), one cannot 

dismiss them altogether. Rather, they highlight the necessity for a conscious and innovative 

design of infrastructures with a focus on safety and limiting air pollution exposure (Braun et 

al. 2016, 165). Therefore, policy planners need to prioritize the needs of pedestrians and 

cyclists in order to achieve lasting positive impacts on health and the environment. The aim 

should be to make walking or cycling “the most direct, convenient, and pleasant options for 

most urban trips” (Woodcock et al. 2009, 1941). 
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Another potential area of impact is the environment, with cycling being a measure that is 

used to promote sustainable transport (Woodcock et al. 2009, 1930). Cycling “has become an 

important travel mode in strategies to promote low-carbon cities” (Braun et al. 2016, 165). 

The hope is that “large-scale travel mode conversions from conventional-vehicle trips to 

active travel will reduce vehicle emissions, greenhouse gases, noise, and perhaps urban heat 

island effects” (de Nazelle 2011, 771). However, there is a risk of increased cycling to just 

replace journeys that were formerly made by foot or by public transport, thus only having a 

marginal or no effect on CO2 emissions and air pollution (Fishman 2016, 104; Ricci 2015, 34). 

 

1.2. How did we conduct our research?  

 

In order to create an impactful policy report, we reached out to relevant stakeholders within 

the bike hire scheme, among them representatives from the University of Edinburgh and the 

Just Eat Cycle hire scheme. These initial contacts helped us to identify potential fields of 

improvement of the bike hire scheme, and finally helped to narrow down our research 

question to the pricing system. Subsequently, we created an overview of relevant cities, both 

within the UK and abroad, with comparable bike hire schemes and some kind of university 

engagement. Next, we identified potential interview candidates at universities and bike hire 

operators, and conducted interviews with five of them. The interview questions were focused 

on identifying the potential factors promoting or hindering the success of a bike hire scheme. 

Finally, our results informed a multi-criteria analysis in order to enable the local stakeholders 

to evaluate a number of potential changes in the current pricing system of the bike hire 

scheme in a nuanced and adaptable ways 

 

1.3. What is the specific context on Edinburgh? 

 

As the focus group of this policy report are the students of the University of Edinburgh, the 

geographical focus will be the city of Edinburgh. Looking at the University’s “Integrated 

Transport Plan 2017-2021” (University of Edinburgh, 2017), one can see that an increased 

usage of the bike hire scheme by the students of the university would be beneficial for its 

sustainability strategy. In line with the university’s Climate Change Strategy (University of 
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Edinburgh, 2016), the aim is to “increase the proportion of students and staff cycling to 

University up to 15% from 13% in 2016 (to match Edinburgh Council Local Transport Strategy 

Target.)” (University of Edinburgh, 2017, 1). Thus, we hope that our report can be a valuable 

support for the university in achieving this goal. 

 

The University of Edinburgh currently has 36,500 students and 13,500 academic and support 

staff. It consists of five main campuses which are located in different areas of the city, thus 

making it necessary for the students and staff to change location frequently (University of 

Edinburgh, 2017, 1). In their Integrated Transport Plan 2017-2021, the university asserts that 

“these travel demands make a contribution to traffic congestion, air and noise pollution as 

well as carbon emissions. The quality and provision of transport infrastructure directly 

impacts on the student experience and operation of the University” (University of Edinburgh 

2017, 1). Currently, 13% of students commute to the University by bike regularly, which 

amounts to about 6,500 people (ibid., 3). Looking at the city of Edinburgh as a whole, 32,1% 

of its citizens walk to work, 22,9% cycle or take the bus (The City of Edinburgh Council, 2018, 

49) 

 

In 2018, a bike hire scheme was launched which is operated by Serco on behalf of Transport 

for Edinburgh. The bikes are situated at fixed docking stations across the city and can be 

located and unlocked via an app. Currently, there are three different purchase options 

available (Just Eat Cycles, unknown date): 

•  annual pass: 90 pounds 

• 1-hour pass: 1,50 pounds, 

• Day Pass: 3 pounds  

 

There are several docking stations situated directly on site at different locations of the 

university (University of Edinburgh, 2019). As of July 2019, they could be found at:  

 

Central area 

●     Bristo Square  

●     George Square 

https://edinburghcyclehire.com/buy
https://edinburghcyclehire.com/buy
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●     Pollock Halls 

●     Riego Street 

 

King’s Buildings       

●     Grant Institute      

●     King’s Building Square     

●     Roger Land Building            

●     Sanderson Building  

 

Western General Hospital  

●     Outside the Assessment and Rehab Centre (ARC) 

 

An initial contact with our contacts at the University of Edinburgh revealed that after the first 

months in/of operation there was still potential to increase the number of students using the 

bike hire scheme. As outlined above, this observation formed the initial motivation for our 

research project and the subsequent policy proposal.  
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2. Methodology  
 

To overcome the obstacle of not knowing which pricing strategy would be preferred by the 

different stakeholders and simultaneously address students’ needs, a research method of 

multi-criteria analysis was selected as it can be utilized by decision-makers to find preferential 

options. MCA grapples with the challenge faced by decision-makers, who are seeking to find 

the most optimal option when there are several conflicting or even non-commensurable 

objectives (Loken, 2005). MCA creates convenient structures to enable planning and decision 

making (Mendoza & Martins, 2006). Dodgson (2009, 20) defines the method as a way to 

“establish preferences between options by reference to an explicitly set of objectives that the 

decision-making body has identified, a for which has established measurable criteria to assess 

the extent to which the objectives have been achieved”. Put simply, MCA provides a model, 

which can be used as a focus of discussion (Belton & Stewart, 2002). This report uses the 

model to find a preferential option to optimizing bike-hire pricing. The research method 

section firstly looks at what is MCA and proceeds with looking at why it is a useful research 

method for the report. 

2.1. Multi-Criteria Analysis   

 

MCA is a method that works as an aid for people making decisions according to their 

preferences in cases where there may be conflicting criteria (Loken, 2005). The main purpose 

of MCA is to reconcile the difficulties that face decision-makers when dealing with large 

amounts of complex information in a consistent way (Dodgson, 2009). After our initial 

research was undertaken, it was evident that the range in which pricing strategies are 

undertaken can be multifarious and complex. Hence, MCA simplifies this.  The use of MCA 

provides a means of structuring a rational management approach, which can integrate many 

elements (Mendoza & Martins, 2006). Once the criteria are compiled, the MCA can be used 

to identify the single most preferred criteria, where each option is ordered on the extent to 

which it creates value through achieving a set of policy objectives (Reigar & Peacock, 2017). 

Alternatively, MCA can be used to rank options or to distinguish acceptable or unacceptable 

options (Dodgson, 2009).  We expect that stakeholders will use our MCA to find the single 

most preferred pricing strategy to meet their needs.  The range of utility that is inherent 
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within MCA means it is useful when it is unknown how stakeholders wish to adopt the MCA. 

The purpose of the MCA is to place emphasis on the decision-making team, rather than those 

creating the analysis (Ibid). Decision-makers can use MCA to break complex problems into 

smaller, manageable components (Loken, 2005). This aligns well with the intention of this 

report to help the stakeholders to adjust the price scheme to students’ needs according to 

their own priorities. Further, the performance measurements can be subcontracted to those 

with greater expertise in the field, therefore, the points system can be amended if necessary 

(Dodgson, 2009). Our MCA provides various stakeholders with flexibility in how they use the 

MCA for their purposes.  

2.2. Usefulness 

 

MCA is a useful research method as decision-makers can be confident that the trade-offs they 

face are resolved in a way that is both consistent and transparent (Reigar & Peacock, 2017). 

According to Mendoza & Martins (2006), MCA has inherent properties that make it 

fundamentally practical and appealing. For example, offering different types of criteria that 

decision-makers might use when they are trying to set a priority is advantageous as it lends 

clarity for various stakeholders on how they should make difficult decisions (Reigar & 

Peacock, 2017). For our research, the university and the bike hire scheme may have opposing 

views on how best to implement bike-hire pricing but the clarity provided will be useful to 

find the optimal choice.  Additionally, MCA can resolve the issue of quantitative and 

qualitative data (Mendoza & Martins, 2006). This quality is crucial as the MCA includes both 

quantitative pricing and also qualitative deals, such as free hires under a certain period. By 

making each criterion explicit and easy to understand, transparency, legitimacy and 

accountability can be achieved (Reigar & Peacock, 2017). Therefore, following the MCA steps 

leads to fairer decision making. Moreover, those making decisions will be left feeling more 

confident and comfortable in their choices (Belton & Stewart, 2002). However, it is important 

to underline that MCA does not necessarily give the so-called ‘right’ answer (Ibid). Neither 

can it relieve the responsibility of making difficult judgements or ultimately, take the pain out 

of decision making (Ibid). However, these disadvantages do not detract from its invaluable 

ability to offer rational, justifiable and explainable decisions (Belton & Stewart, 2002). 
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3. Analysis  
 

3.1. Conducted interviews and preliminary results 

 

The project team researched cities with existing bike hire schemes that seemed suitable to 

inform potential improvements in Edinburgh. Hereupon, five interviews were conducted with 

the aim to identify and analyze their price plans and operating models with regard to the 

factors rendering each of the schemes a success or a failure. The interviewed stakeholders 

consisted of employees from two bike sharing companies, responsible staff members from 

two universities with bike hire schemes in the UK and a representative of one student 

association in Germany. 

 

The first interview was conducted with Mobike, a bike sharing company that provides a new 

conception with dock-less bikes in around 200 cities around the world. 

The second interview was held with the bike sharing company nextbike (alternative: a large, 

worldwide operating bike sharing company). Nextbike operates worldwide in over 200 cities. 

In the UK, the bike sharing provider offers a flexible collaboration model where universities 

or institutions can choose to provide full or partial subsidies for shared bike programs to keep 

them affordable for students. 

The third interviewee was a representative from Bath Spa University. In Bath Spa, 100 bikes 

provided by nextbike (alternative: a large bike sharing company) are available to all university 

members (staff and students) for a free annual membership with free rides up to 30 minutes. 

For the fourth interview Strathclyde University was contacted. Strathclyde University 

cooperates also with nextbike but under different conditions: students have free access for 

30 minutes to 650 bikes in the city of Glasgow by paying an annual membership fee of £30. 

The bikes are run by the company nextbike which offers the above-mentioned subsidies. 

The fifth interview was conducted with a representative from the student association at 

Leuphana University Lüneburg. The StadtRAD in Lüneburg, Germany, was founded in 2013 as 

an initiative originating from the student association in cooperation with the university, the 

city Lüneburg and DB Bahn which provided the bikes. Like in Bath, the registration is free for 
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students and the usage is free for the first 30 minutes. The interview was therefore held with 

one representative from the student association.  

  

The results are presented in Table 4 regarding the factors for success and failure mentioned 

by the interview partners (see Appendix). 

By analysing them, four objectives which determine the use of bike hire scheme and relate to 

the price were identified. Besides, table 4 give helpful information on factors that an 

influential but do not pertain the price, such as the location of the bikes or marketing. 

First, the finding that free memberships significantly increased the use rates suggests that the 

more affordable the price is for students, the more likely the use. Second, the fact that 

institutions used the demonstration of advantages of the bikes in comparison with other 

means of transportation to promote the sharing systems indicates that the price 

competitiveness is relevant too. Third, occurred confusions about the difference of annual 

and monthly memberships points towards the importance of transparent and 

comprehensible prices. Fourth, students varying needs for bikes were discussed. Therefore, 

creating a price system that is suitable for these broad demands is a fourth objective. 

 

In conclusion, affordable pricing strategies including attractive discount schemes has become 

a key success factor for many shared cycling programs in this interview. As Ricci said: “If 

promoters and operators of BSSs wish to achieve equity of access, then schemes need to be 

made available, accessible, affordable and attractive to a variety of social groups and types of 

users (e.g., registered members and occasional users). For example, by developing special 

pricing policies/discounts for low-income or other target groups, as well as providing multiple 

types of cycles suitable for different uses.” (2015, 36-37) In addition, the appropriate publicity 

strategy also increases the attractiveness of shared bicycles to some extent. 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Description of Different Criteria  
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This report aims to evaluate different price options which enhance the current price scheme. 

In order to do that, it is necessary to assess the options based on their potential consequences 

for users. The consequences differ depending on the option and can be assessed according 

to the objectives they meet or do not meet (Dodgson et al., 2009). Moreover, Dodgson et al. 

(2009) defines criteria as specific and measurable objectives. Consequently, in order to 

effectively carry out our MCA, it was deemed necessary to define the different criteria, based 

on the objectives analyse in the interviews, that will guide the analysis of the different options 

that will be proposed in the next chapter of the report. The objectives were selected by 

drawing from the analysis of the interviews conducted and evaluating the case studies.  

 

The first of the criterion considered is “affordability”. This term usually describes the extent 

to which an object or service is cheap enough for people to be able or willing to buy it. The 

analysis of the interviews conducted with managers of the bike schemes from different 

locations highlighted the importance of this criterion for the success of the bike-hire scheme. 

As presented in the previous section, those who offered free bike hires to students reported 

higher rates of usage. Nextbike even stated that 15% of students at the University of Cardiff 

were registered to the bike hire scheme. Similarly, both Lüneburg and Bath Spa reported that 

30 minutes of free travel was highly advantageous to the success of the scheme. None of the 

interviewees stated that pricing schemes similar to the one currently existing in Edinburgh 

were effective. These results contributed to the support of the relevance of “affordability” in 

the pricing strategies, showing the great impact that this criterion can have on the uptake of 

the bicycles by the students. In fact, affordability is deemed to be the greatest indicator of 

whether students are likely to use the service.  

 

The second criterion was referred to as “comprehensibility”. It describes the extent to which 

the price strategy is well articulated and easy to understand for users of the bike hire scheme. 

The interviews with the managers of bike hire schemes in different European cities revealed 

that a functional issue commonly encountered in the bike-hire schemes was the lack of 

understanding about how the payments and tariffs worked and what the contract durations 

were. For example, customers thought annual memberships could be cancelled because the 

fee was due on a monthly basis. This caused dissatisfaction when they found out that this was 

not the case. The experience of other cities showed how tariffs and price strategy of the bike 
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hire scheme should be easy to understand for everyone in order to enhance and promote 

accessibility to the scheme and, therefore, its success.  

In light of these results, we considered “comprehensibility” as an important factor which 

needed to be evaluated with regard to the different proposed pricing strategies. 

 

The criterion of “price competitiveness” describes in how far the different options are 

competitive with other forms of public transport in Edinburgh, in particular Lothian Buses and 

Edinburgh Trams. In order to compare the prices of public transport with the current price 

scheme of the bike-hire scheme, only those tickets were selected which correspond with the 

time frames of the bikes. This includes single tickets, day tickets and memberships (see table 

1 below for more information about the prices for public traffic in Edinburgh). Although 

depending on the specific distance a user wants to drive or ride different ticket types have to 

be purchased, this allows a certain comparability. Taking into account the limitations, we 

recognised that setting the same, or more expensive, prices for the bike hires than for public 

transport trips does not encourage the use of bicycles. Moreover, some of the interviewed 

experts confirmed this position. NextBike’s representative emphasised how the current price 

of public transport is an important factor to consider when developing a new bike-hire 

scheme in a city.  

Table 1. Prices for public traffic in Edinburgh*  

Means of 
transportation 

short-term day 
monthly 

memberships 
annual 

memberships 

bus prices 
£1.70 

(single) 
£4.00 

£48 
(4-week in 
advance 

purchase) 
£42 

(purchased 
with debit card) 

£560 

tram prices 
£1.70 

(single city 
zone) 

£4.00 
(day ticket city 

zone only) 
£9.00 (network 

day ticket 
including 
airport) 

£42 (Ridacard: 
Direct Debit 

monthly) 

£560 
(Ridacard) 
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* Based on: Edinburgh Tram, unknown date; Lothian Buses, unknown date.  

The criterion “flexibility” aims to describe the ability of a specific price system to adapt to 

student customers' diverse needs. Consequently, this criterion encompassed the range of 

price options available, in terms of the needs for different durations of single usages (normal 

duration of one ride/distance) and the different frequencies of using the bicycles. The 

duration of the periods that students spend in the city, as well as needs in terms of bike usage 

vary widely across the student community. A failure of considering this criterion was noticed 

in the current price strategy of Edinburgh’s bike hire scheme as well as in the price strategies 

from the different case studies that were analysed. As students and bike users, in the report, 

this criterion was considered particularly relevant when using the scheme because we believe 

that any paid service has to adapt to the needs of customers.  

 

3.3. Analysis on the Options 
 

Based on the results from the interview analysis, four price options were developed that 

consider the identified factors for success and failure. In order to ensure the integration into 

the current pricing scheme, these new price options were defined in relation to the existing 

price categories 'short-term rent', 'full-day rent' and 'memberships' (Table 3). 

Option 1 includes shortening the payment period for short-term rentals, instead of automatic 

payment for one hour irrespective of the actual time of use, payments fall due every 30 

minutes. 

Option 2 concerns the membership duration. Membership for one or two months is available 

instead of exclusively annual memberships. 

Option 3 keeps the duration of the membership but reduces their price while lowering the 

short-term prices for bike uses. 

Option 4 is a free membership comprising free use for the first 30 minutes of each ride. 

Thereafter the current price of £1/30 minutes reverts back to original pricing. 

 
Table 2. Developed price options 

price 
categories: 

1st: short-term rent 2nd: full-day rent 3rd: memberships 
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current 
price 
scheme: 

£1.50 for the first hour, 
each 30 minutes 
thereafter £1 

£3 for a day pass, 
allowing unlimited 
journeys of up to 1 
hour each in a 24 
hours period 

"For £90 you can sign up for 
an annual membership, 
allowing unlimited ‘1 hour’ 
hires for 365 days" 

option 1: instead of automatic 
payment for the first 
hour (proportional) 
payments fall due every 
30 minutes  

- - 

option 2: - - instead of only an annual 
membership monthly and 
two-monthly memberships 
are available 

option 3: - - the membership is cheaper 
but (lower) payments per 
ride fall due 

option 4: free use for first 30 
minutes, thereafter 
each 30 minutes £1 (see 
membership) 

- instead of costing £90 per 
year, the membership is 
free but after 30 minutes 
the old price of £1 per 30 
minutes falls due 

  

 
3.3.1 Option 1 
 

Affordability 

 

Regarding the criterion of affordability, option 1 can be considered positive for occasional 

short-term users while not changing for frequent or occasional but long-term users who 

would purchase a day-ticket or a membership would apply.  

 

Comprehensibility 

 

The comprehensibility of the price scheme might be slightly higher through the adoption of 

option 1 as only a one-time unit (30 minutes) is used consistently.  
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Competitiveness 

 

The existing price advantage to bus and tram tickets would be further strengthened for all 

users who use the bike below 30 minutes. For all other users, the competitiveness is the same 

as under the current pricing system. 

 

Flexibility 

 

The flexibility is advantageous for users as it allows them to have different needs as the 

duration of one usage is met better by offering more flexibility to stop a ride without losing 

already purchased cycling time. The flexibility regarding frequency people use bikes is not 

increased in option 1.  

 

3.3.2 Option 2 
 

Affordability 

 

The affordability of the bikes would increase for users who are not in Edinburgh throughout 

the year. As this is the case for most undergraduate students who are returning home during 

the summer months, option 2 allows these users to pay less yearly. 

 

Comprehensibility  

 

Although the greater number of membership options might complicate the price scheme, it 

is still deemed comprehensible. Currently, the bike hire scheme is less attractive compared 

to bus and tram tickets but under option 2, they would become equal in value.  

 

Competitiveness  

The price can be assumed to be lower than for the available monthly bus and tram tickets. 

Considering the aforementioned problem that users had to understand that the current 
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annual memberships could not be cancelled during this year, these shorter memberships 

could help to prevent this pitfall which caused customer disappointment.  

 

Flexibility 

 

The flexibility of usage is generally enhanced by this option and more specifically with regard 

to the special demand by students regarding the summer months.  

 

3.3.3. Option 3  
 

Affordability 

 

Option 3 has negative effects on frequent and long-term users because they can be expected 

to purchase a membership and would now have to pay per ride as well. For short-term users, 

it is advantageous as long as their bike use remains below a level where they could also 

purchase the current membership.  

 

Comprehensibility 

 

The comprehensibility could be reduced as it is unconventional to combine membership with 

additional charges in conjunction with two different types of pricing. The competitiveness 

with bus and tram tickets is complicated to measure as no comparable ticket offer exists.  

 

Competitiveness 

 

Compared with the public traffic single tickets, the bike hire scheme’s competitiveness 

depends on whether the bike membership and the additional costs per ride remain below the 

price for buying a single ticket for the bus or the tram each time. Option 3 has the potential 

to be attractive for people with very frequent travel routes (commuting to university etc.) 

since the single tickets are more expensive than rides with bikes. For less frequent users, 

public transport might be more appealing as they would not have to pay an initial 
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membership fee. Compared with the monthly public traffic tickets, option 3 is likely to be 

cheaper. Because the annual membership would be significantly lower than the current fee 

of £90, meaning that the monthly price is likely to be below the £42 of the monthly bus and 

tram ticket. Only for very frequent users, the bikes might become more expensive. In the case 

of annual bus and tram tickets, the bike hire scheme is very likely to be cheaper, in any case, 

as the current ticket for bus and tram cost £560 per year. Nonetheless, it is likely that people 

want to buy a ticket for public transport in addition to the bike membership for at least the 

winter season. 

 

Flexibility 

 

Considering the flexibility provided to users, this option lowers the hurdle to purchase a 

membership which again makes it more likely that users will use the bikes as they are now 

cheaper for them. 

 

3.3.4. Option 4 

 

Affordability 

 

The affordability of the bikes is clearly increased by option 4 irrespective of the frequency or 

duration of bike rents.  

 

Comprehensibility 

 

The comprehensibility is lowered slightly as the free membership is combined with a partly-

free use per ride depending on the duration of the use.  

 

Competitiveness 

 

Compared to bus and tram tickets, the competitiveness is significantly improved.  
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Flexibility 

 

Also, the flexibility for users is increased noticeably as there is no financial threshold to obtain 

a membership or to use the bike for short rides below 30 minutes.  

 
Table 3. Performance matrix 

options: 
criterion 1 

affordability 
criterion 2 

comprehensibility 
criterion 3 

competitiveness 
criterion 4 
flexibility 

option 1 - half-
hour prices 

++ / n 
(occasional 
users/frequent 
users) 

+   

option 2 - 
monthly 

memberships 
++ + +++ ++ 

option 3 - 
cheaper 

memberships 

+/- 
(occasional 
users/frequent 
users) 

- 

+/- 
(frequent 
users/occasional 
users) 

+ 

option 4 - free 
membership 

+++ - +++ ++ 
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4. Discussion 

 

The design of a MCA included the development of four price options which cover a broad 

range of possible price changes. The analysed interviews led to the identification of four 

criteria which should be considered when determining a price for students: affordability, 

comprehensibility, competitiveness and flexibility. 

Based on this work, the four price options could be scored according to their positive or 

negative contribution to each of the criteria compared to the current price scheme. Option 2 

“monthly memberships” and option 4 “free membership” received the highest overall 

scoring. Both options scored high or very high for being competitive to public transport and 

to offer great flexibility to students. Option 4 was most convincing regarding its affordability 

for students while option 2 ranked a bit below this. While option 2 contributed only slightly 

positive to the comprehensibility of the price scheme, option 4 might tend to decrease it. 

Due to the adaptability of MCA to decision makers' preferences, this scoring can be adjusted 

to the priorities of Just Eat cycles, and/or to what is estimated most influential to encourage 

students to use the bikes. If affordability is considered most influential or relevant, option 4 

would probably be selected. Regarding the interview analysis, affordability is deemed to be 

the most influential criteria in general. Context-specific priorities might change this. If 

comprehensibility is valued more, option 2 is the saver choice. 

Besides, as the options are kept very broad and are not tied to specific prices this scoring and 

the performance matrix can be applied to decision makers’ resources.  

Nonetheless, these findings are subject to a number of limitations. First of all, the scientific 

literature used as well as the analysis of the stakeholder interviews brought up several aspects 

that influence the usage of a bike hire scheme besides the pricing system. Whilst our report 

chose the focus on the pricing system intentionally, it is thus important to keep in mind that 

it is accompanied by and interacts with a number of different parameters. Among them were 

geographical conditions and infrastructure, questions of perceived safety, knowledge about 

the system itself and possible discount options and general travelling habits. 

Secondly, there are some limitations with regards to the broader implications of an increased 

usage of the bike hire scheme. An analysis of the literature suggested potential positive 

impacts on health as well as the environment. However, these are highly dependent on 
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various factors. For example, an increase in the usage of the bike hire scheme would 

potentially have a positive environmental impact if it replaced a journey by motorized means 

of transportation, but not if it replaced a journey made by foot. However, examining these 

interactions and in consequence their impacts on health and the environment lies beyond the 

scope of this analysis.        

These limitations reveal a potential for further research. As the aim of the policy paper at 

hand is to increase the usage of the “Just Eat” bike hire scheme, an especially relevant field 

of research would be to examine the potential to improve some of the other factors 

influencing the usage of the system. From the point of view of the operators of the system, it 

would be especially interesting to contemplate on the factors that lie within their realm of 

influence. This includes potential measures to increase the knowledge of the scheme, as well 

as its discount options. Here, one might be able to include considerations about our criterion 

of comprehensibility. Moreover, a factor that is within their realm of influence is the 

positioning of the docking station. 
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APPENDIX 

Table 4. Results from the interviews: factors determining success and failure 

Case Study factor determining success factor determining failure 

 factor 
section in the 

interview/ 
quote 

factor 
section in the 

interview/ quote 

Bath Spa free 30 mins & free 
membership for 
students/staff  

“university 
paid the 
membership 
fee, which 
allowed all 
(university) 
staff and 
students to 
have free 
annual 
membership 
for the a free 
30 minutes.” 
(Which was 
positive)  

  

promotion during 
Freshers’ week 

“We tried to 
promote the 
scheme as 
much as we 
could in 
freshers 
week”  

  

convenience of 
location of docking 
stations  

“So we have 
docking 
stations 
outside our 
halls where 
most of our 
students live. 
we knew that 
is where the 
students were 
and where 
they were 
likely to walk 
and where 
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student 
traffic would 
be.” 

Free bike schemes 
are very likely used 
at the end of 
semesters/years  
 
-> we have to 
argue this one 
precisely 

“At the end of 
the term 
students 
might have 
less money to 
use bus 
passes so 
were more 
likely to use 
the bikes, 
things like 
that. “ 

  

location of the 
campus (up-hill) 

“Our 
campuses are 
up a hill, so 
we have 
issues around 
that in terms 
of where we 
are located in 
terms of 
walking up 
hills. So we 
have docking 
stations 
outside our 
halls where 
most of our 
students live. 
we knew that 
is where the 
students were 
and where 
they were 
likely to walk 
and where 
student 
traffic would 
be” => 
location is not 
so crucial but 
more where 
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the stations 
are placed 

weather 
conditions/ 
seasons 

“I think also 
that in the 
spring time 
then the 
weather 
usually 
means more 
students will 
use the 
scheme. We 
noticed that 
they used 
them more 
when the 
weather was 
good.” 

  

support for leisure 
activities with bikes 

“We also 
stressed that 
students 
should also 
use the bikes 
as for 
pleasure 
rather than 
just for 
university 
things. So we 
hoped that 
students 
would use 
them to go 
away for the 
weekends” 

  

demonstrating the 
advantages of the 
bikes compared to 
other means of 
transportation 

“do a 
comparable 
time with 
walking and 
the busses 
too so that 
students 
would have a 
time 
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comparison e 
also stressed 
that students 
should also 
use the bikes 
as for 
pleasure 
rather than 
just for 
university 
things.” 
  

Nextbike having strong 
partners (on the 
level of 
cities/organizations
, relevant 
individuals)  

 
lack of 
promotion and 
engagement 
with students  

- not a lot of 
marketing/outreac
h → students are 
not aware of 
service 
- station location 

early outreach to 
stakeholders  

 
lack of 
transparency 
and weak 
comprehensibilit
y 

difference 
between annual 
and monthly 
membership were 
not clear to all 
users causing 
disappointment 
about not being 
able to cancel an 
annual contract 

good preparation 
   

demonstrating the 
advantages of the 
bikes  

look at other 
systems and 
other modes 
of 
transportatio
n (e.g. 
compare to 
local bus or 
train fares)” 

  

the university’s 
involvement for 
setting the price 

“How do you 
determine the 
tariffs for 
universities? 
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[....] 
- e.g. 
university as 
part of city 
scheme: 50% 
discount for 
student 
memberships 
if university 
helps to set 
up stations on 
their campus” 

free memberships 
subsidised by 
university 

free 
memberships 
subsidised by 
university 
(Cardiff for 
instance): 
higher use 
rates (15% of 
students have 
account) 

  

good marketing  
   

summary:  → three 
factors influencing 
outcome: 
marketing, station 
location, pricing 
system  

   

Lüneburg initially free 
registration and 
free use during the 
first hour only for 
students, later this 
was extended to all 
users 

 
annual 
membership  

 

location of the 
stations 

advantages 
for students: 
stations were 
close to 
locations for 
students 
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(campi, city 
centre, ..) 

station-based 
system 

“The more 
liberal version 
without 
stations 
caused some 
problems in 
other cities. 
But what 
really works 
depends 
probably on 
the local 
conditions. 
Maybe 
another fee 
system would 
make sense 
for these 
station-less 
schemes” 

  

size of the city “I think it's a 
cool system, 
especially in a 
small city 
where such a 
system 
revives the 
city.” 

  

burden-sharing equalitarian 
model: 
“everyone 
pays a bit, so 
that the bikes 
are cheap for 
everyone” 

  

MoBike Government 
involvement, 
population 
density/size and 
flat terrain 

Example at 
Dutch 
cityDelft: 
“With strong 
government 
support, the 

Not adjusting the 
price to the 
operation 
situation of the 
city and growth 
of users 

“After the 
operation of the 
city for half a year 
to one year, the 
operation situation 
and user analysis 
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population 
density is 
relatively 
concentrated, 
the student 
population is 
large, and the 
terrain is flat 
and suitable 
for cycling.” 
 
“Whether is 
supported or 
co-operated 
by the 
government: 
If government 
subsidies are 
available in 
some cities 
and mobike 
can be part of 
the municipal 
plan, then 
mobike can 
provide 
convenience 
and benefits 
to the public 
at a very low 
price that the 
government 
hopes.” 

will be done, and 
the price strategy 
will be adjusted 
according to the 
operation situation 
of each city and the 
growth of users.” 
 
Tel-Avi example: 
“There are no 
discounts for 
students, but we 
are very willing to 
adjust the price 
according to the 
cooperation 
intention.”(...) If 
there is a university 
in the future 
cooperation, the 
student discount 
can be considered.” 

Demand and 
environmentally-
friendly attitude 

“Although we 
have not 
worked with 
the university, 
the 
philosophy is 
the same. If 
the university 
has 
environment-
friendly and 
convenient 
travel 

Higher prices 
than local 
transport  

“Compare the 
charges of the local 
public transport 
system: for 
example, the bus 
fare” 
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demand, we 
are willing to 
cooperate 
with any 
universities.” 

Customer needs “Pricing 
strategies are 
not a major 
factor in 
success. The 
main factor 
for success is 
the 
customer's 
needs.” 

Price Strategy “Pricing strategies 
are not a major 
factor in success. 
The main factor for 
success is the 
customer's needs.” 

Strathclyd
e 

  
lack of 
awareness of the 
discount system 

“a lot of the 
students just don’t 
know that we have 
this partnership 
[...] so another 
factor in deciding 
whether or not to 
use the bikes is 
actually knowing 
about the choices” 
 
“the awareness of 
Nextbike is high, 
but the awareness 
of our decreased 
membership is not 
in line with the 
awareness of the 
Nextbike scheme” 

Discount system (if 
students are aware 
of it) 

“if students 
know about 
the discount, 
it encourages 
them  and 
makes them 
more likely to 
buy a 
membership” 
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perceived 
unsafety of 
cycling 

“other factors are 
[...] perceived 
safety of cycling in 
the city” 

  
geographic 
characteristics of 
the city 

“the bikes are quite 
heavy and we have 
a quite hilly 
campus” 
 
“our campus is in 
the middle of the 
steepest hills of the 
city” 

  
perceived 
practicality of 
the bikes 

see above 

   
discount system 
not strong 
enough as an 
incentive to 
surpass the 
factors above 

about the people 
who are put off 
from cycling 
because of the 
reasons mentioned 
above or are not in 
the habit to cycle 
in general:  
 
“membership 
would not be the 
thing that would 
get them into it” 

  
currently no big 
coordinated 
promotion effort 

“there is currently 
no coordinated 
effort to promote 
it” (besides the 
usual things, e.g. 
mentioning on 
website, visibility 
on campus etc.) 

Visibility of the 
stations on campus 

“I would say 
that it is 
definitely 
good having 
the stands on 
campus, 
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somewhere in 
sight for 
people very 
easily”  
 
“even if 
people aren’t 
necessarily 
using the 
scheme, they 
know that the 
scheme 
exists” 
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